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THE PROPAGATION OF WAVES AND PULSES
IN THE PRESENCE OF CONICAL STRUCTURES

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Much work has been done with regard to the solution of the

wave equation in a cone. One of the earlier works was by

H. S. Carslaw [5].

In the paper by Carslaw the solution is found when the

disturbance is a point source of sound and the Obstacle is a

semi-infinite right circular cone of any angle. His method was

to use the ordinary Helmholtz equation and contour integration.

More directly related to the present dissertation is a

paper by Buchholz [4]. In fact, as a special case of the solution

in this dissertation, we get the results obtained earlier by

Buchholz. The methods used by Buchholz are similar to those

used by Carslaw.

In a more recent paper by Muki and Sternberg [16] the

problem of heat conduction in a cone is solved using Mellin

transforms and contour integration.

Shortly thereafter F. H. Northover [17] solves the problem

of the diffraction of electromagnetic VANVO around a finite

perfectly conducting cone in which the source is an axially

pointing dipole outside the cone on the axis of symmetry nearest

the vertex of the cone. The primary difficulty in this problem

is satisfying the boundary conditions at two geometrically
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distinct boundaries simultaneously.

The present dissertation uses a very straightforward approach

to extend the investigation to the case of a conical horn of a

slant height a and terminated by a spherical cap of radius a.

The excitation is due to a ring source inside the cone in a plane

perpendicular to the axis of the cone and symmetric with the axis

of the cone. The method used is a simple application of a well

known expansion formula for Green's function. The computation

of the solution and the extension of the solution to related

problems is facilitated by using the modified Helmholtz equation

as an intermediate. The advantage of the modified Helmholtz

equation is that the solution is in terms of a series of mono-

tonic functions rather than oscillatory functions.

The primary results obtained here are the solution of the

finite cone problem with an axially symmetric time harmonic

ring source and extending the theory to an arbitrary time depend-

ent pulse. Also the energy flux over the far field is obtained.

The method of solution was suggested by earlier work done by

Professor F. Oberhettinger.



fig. 1

CHAPTER 2

A SIMPLE EXAMPLE DEMONSTRATING THE USE
OF THE MODIFIED HELMHOLTZ EQUATION

The present dissertation obtains the solutions to the modified

Helmholtz equation

Au - y2u = 0

initially. These solutions are monotonic in nature and therefore

converge more rapidly than an oscillatory solution. Upon obtaining

the solution, y is replaced by ik and the solution is obtained for

Au + k2u = Oe

To more clearly demonstrate this, a simple example may be

used in which the solution is known. Consider the sphere of radius

a about the origin with a point source at the origin.

3



Then the first Green's function 22, p. 183 is

(3)

where y= ik as stated earlier. But because of the symmetry,

u is independent of 8 and cb. Expressing equation (2) in polar

coordinates we have

2 2

(4)
1 8 (ru) 1 , 3u 1 a u

k2 tik u = 0.
r ar2

Tpsin8 ad+ 2

sin 8 r sin 0 802

In this example since u is independent_of and , (4) reduces

to

1 @2(ru)
+ k2u = 0,

Dr2

which has a solution

sin kr

The boundary condition u= 0 at r = a leads to the solutions

for the eigenvalues

k = k = nff

a

The condition of finiteness of the eigenfunctions is satisfied

since

sin krlim k.

r-)-0



Let u = k at r = 0. The normalization factor is Obtained by

integrating u2 over the aphere.

2ir Tr a

N2 I [sin kr r2dr sin 8 de d0

0=0 0=0 r=0

a 2.71

=i sin2(kr) d sin 6 de d0

0 0

a

i= 21 sin2 71.1" ' sin 8 dO

0

= 2,r(f)(2) = 2.1ra.

Thus

7 F

1 - arra ar

sin("
N 1ra and 21= ----

-VTra

Since u*(Q) = u*(0) = 1-1.11 0 , from (3) the first Green's
a

11277

function is

5



Nov for large values of al we have the following asymptotic red.

lat ions

einh (a) eve a) ev ea

and so the limit as a + of ate and

1(sinh (yr) - cosh (yr)) = e r

Putting y 0 ik we

-ikGi 0 e

the free space value for ue

On the other hand, had we not used the modified }teltholtz

equation, we would have Obtained

o_I_ ck(f LI
1 17117 sin Om)

the solution inside the sphere of radius ad But now if ve

G

0 sea' (21r

a.L sph LiLr a
Aii sinh ys °

This last step follows from the well known Fourier series2

ei ya

U sin (asx.)a
, 0

n0A.
+ n211Y

6
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to get the free space solution by letting a co, we see that

the limit as a co for G1 does not exist. The problem comes

from the oscillatory nature of the sine function, whereas in

the case of the modified Helmholtz equation, we were dealing

with the hyperbolic functions which are monotonic.



CHAPTER 3

EXCITATION OF AN ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD BY A RING
SOURCE INSIDE A PERFECTLY CONDUCTING FINITE CONE

Consider a perfectly conducting cone with a slant height a

and a spherical cap of radius a. Let the semi-opening angle be

The field is excited by an alternating current of frequency

U) flowing along a circular path whose plane is perpendicular to

the axis of the cone and whose center is on the axis of the cone.

fig. 2

P( r, 0) is a point of observation inside the cavity and

(r' '0/) is a current element tangent to the circle. The

coordinates are spherical.

x = r cos g) sin e y = r sin 4) sin 0 z = r cos e

The vector potential of the field at P due to the ring has

only a 4), component because of the symmetry. Since the direction



of the vector potential for each current element is the same as

that of the current element, we can show geometrically that the

q) component is the only component by superimposing the point of

observation P onto the plane of the ring. For sake of simpli-

city and without loss of generality we can take P above the x

axis.

fig. 3

Let A be the strength of the source point Q at P. which is

a function of the distance from P to Q.

Ax = - A sin cp

= A cos cp

Az =

Clearly for each Q(r , (10, el) on the ring there is a corres-

ponding point Qi(r , 27 - 0') such that the distance from

P to each of the two points is the same. Therefore the x com-

ponents will be equal in magnitude but opposite in sign and

Ax d = 0.
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The remaining contribution over the ring is A. But with P

located as it is, A = A. Clearly the vector potential is a

function of (q) - (1)') for fixed r and 8.

Therefore A = A(A ) with Ar = A = 0 and 0.
r' (1)'

A
e

Act)

Since our vector potential has only one non-zero component

Acp, with u = A(1), u satisfies Helmholtz's equation (2) with the

frequency of the current and c the velocity of light. Then the

electric and magnetic components of the field are

E = grad div A + k2A, H = curl A.

Because of the symmetry of the field, A(1) is independent of (I) and

div A - 1

2
a(r2sin e Ar) + -J.T(ry

rsin

a
+ 77(r sin 0 A0) = 0

Therefore E = k2A or

Er = Ee E = k A(1) = k2u.

Curl A i V X A and in spherical coordinates

V X A =

1A + r sin cos 0A DA(P)

DA

(i)
(P)

09
(r cos e

De 9 sin (I) Dr '

r2sin e



or

1
(7) H =

r r sin 0
cos 0 .4- sin

The condition u = 0 on the boundary leads to the boundary

conditions;

Er = = 0 for 0 = 000

= E6 = 0 for r = a.

A can be determined by determining the influence at P of a point
0

source at Q and then integrating over all such point sources.

We start by finding the first Green9s function using [22, p. 183];

(8) e(p6 Q)
n(P)u*(Q)

k2 k2

The
un

are the normalized eigenfunctions with u (P) the value of

uh
at the point P. The u*(Q) are the complex conjugates at the

source point Q. The kn are the eigenvalues corresponding to the

eigenfunctions un.

11



1
(9)

r2sin 8

(10) f = cos (m0)

r2sin

(kr) Pm (cos 0),vi

(11) m 'cos e) = P111,04:.1 (CO8 e) m cot e Pv
e `

From [7, vol. 10 p, 161]

ei (sin cos 6)) = sin 6 Pm*2 (cos 6) +
de 0 v-t

m+
1+ 2(m + 1) cos 8 Pi (cos 6) +v

(m2cos20 in sin 6) Pm , (cos 8)` sin

m = 00 10 2, ,0,1 v

In order to establish that f is a solution to (9), consider first

using [7, vol. 1, p. 148]

[sin 8 ( v2 +
2

sin 0

sin

(cos e).

+ k2f = 0

in spherical coordinates, Such a solution periodic in is

cos 0),

12

We start by finding G(P0 Q) for (1(r', 0, 89. A solution

to (2) must sat fY



Now we have

BO ae sin 0
a am2

(sin e f) = ((- v2 + 4) sin + 1 fo

For the term involving ro we use [7, vole 2, 1)0 11]

3_ ..

dr
d i k

(r- J
2

v
kr)) = - v + I) r Jv (kr) +

1/77 v-

and

and

(14)

3

r2- -

7
dr

( ( J (kr) . v + i) r 2 Jv (kr)))

1/3

[(v i)(v i) k2r2] J (kr)

1/37

k2r2 . J (kr)
v

From this it follows that

(r2fin = sin 6 [.02 k2r2 41 f

For the partial derivatives with respect to Oo

d2 cos (0) = m2cos (m0),
de

32

302

k )

13



( v2 ,2- - k2] f
2 20r sin

which verify that f is a solution of (9)0 The fact that f is

2w
periodic in with period is obviouS0

From our boundary conditions f 0 for r = a and 0 =
0

we must have

j (ka) = 0$

and

Pm (cos e ) =0

Since a and 00 are fixed, we must choose N., as a root of (16) and

k as the corresponding root of (15)0 We accomplish this by

choosing

=
Tven/a,$n

where
tven

is the nth positive root of J. (X) is 00 But since all

eigenvalues kvo must be real [22, p0 170] it follows that all
Tvon

are reale However, according to a theorem by Lonmel [23, ch. 15]

this is only possible when v is reale Let T denote the n-th

2.4

Substituting (12 (13)0 and (14) into (9) we obtain

rn2+4) +
0r sin



(17) Pm (cos 6 ) (-1)"

<1
1

r(v + m + lOsin-m(

P(v m + 1-Dr(

.ef1
(cos(020 cos e

where m = 0, 1, 2, ... and

+ 1/2 ) 9 -1, -2,

If + - m) is a non-positive integer, then(cos 0)
v-11 0

vanishes identically. From the integral we can see that the

If
integrand is positive for 0 < x < .

2V
But for the integral

to be zero, the integrand must be negative for some 0 < < 1,

so

and >

m-1cos(ve x) dx,

TI"

20

15

positive root of J(x) = 0 (J-v (x) has the same roots). The

roots of (16) must then be real. But by [7, vol. 1, p. 144]

(x) = Pm
-i(x).- V - 2 V

Denote by a the Q-th positive root of (16):

= k = k
Tv,n

in v,n a

Using [7, vol. 1, p. 159] we can write



So v > 1/2 if 00 < Tr, which must be true in order to have a cone.

Hence the finiteness condition for f is satisfied:

(_1) ti(2r)V+2n

r 2Jv(kr) = r
n;r (v + n + 1)

0

which is finite as r 0 for V > 1/2.

The eigenfunctions which have yet to be normalized follow

from (10):

(18) = cos(m) r J (kr) Pm (cos 8
m.Z.n v

where v = a and k =
v n
a

we obtain the square of Ole normalization factor N:

(19)

a eo

= f cos2 (m(I)) d(1)1 (kr) dr [-1/2 2Pm(cos e)] sinede.v v
2

0
0

Iptegrating f2 over the cone,

a

[ fj2 r2dr sin e de d(t)
,n

0

16

But from formula (10) of [7, vol. 2, p. 901 and (56) of [7, vol.

2, p. 12]



0

(Pm (cos e ) pm ( cos 6)1 Pm (cos evi o de a a
6=8

8

a

fr+72 (kr) dr

0

= /4°2 (2J (kr) - 2J+1 (kr)v-1 (kr)] r
0

52

2 v+1 (ka) (ka)v-1

= (ka)]2,
2 v+1

Now since Pm , (cos 8) as a function of v satisfies the conditionsv-t
of l'Hospital's rule we can use formula (1) of [7, vol. 11 po 169]

to evaluate

Go

jr[Pm-i
(cos 6)]2 sin 6 dO,

v

Writing one of the factors Pm (cos 6) = lim Pm (cos e), we have
. a .a+v-t

fl
sin eo

[Pm (cos e)]2 sin e de 0 Jim 0,0 0v-i 7777": 0)(v + f + a)a+v-i

17

cos e)1 )

0.0

-sin 80
0m (cos 0)1 ))lim [(v a)lv i 4. a) (P: (cos 60)

6
Owe



= lira
-sin 80 , m+1

P k cos ) P (cos 0 )]
, ( v ( v + + a) a eo v-i 0

a+v-1

(cos-
msin 0 P8 )0 m+1 , a 0 i= ---.--- p k cos e ) lim [2v v- 0 (v - f - a) ji a+v-i

+ sin 00
m+1 d m

P 1 (cos 6 ) lim P (cos e ))
2v v-1 0 $ do a 0

sin 00 m+1 d m
= P (cos 8 (1-) (cos 00))'2v v-1 0 dv

where v u
niL

Next,

2-ff if m = 0,
f cos2 (m0) (14) =

71 if m 0
0

m

where
cm

is Neumann' s number, Finally we have

we.2(20) N2- e Pm+1cos 8 ) Pm (cos 0 ) rJ
2ve 0

m
0' dv v-i 0 v+1 ( Tv on)

where v =amt.' Hence the first Green' s function is

18



G(P, Q) = (rr

G(Po Q) = (rry

(22)

CO

n-
[k2 (..,1g1)21 J2

a ' v+1

n
j

m+1
P (cos 0v-i

.0

pin

m+1 d mPcos 0v.i y vwfP

,n

(cos 0) Pm

cos 0) J2
0 v+ Tv n

where 0 = 00 v = amot0 andcm is Neumann's number,

If 0' 0, we need only replace by (0 - 0') because of

the symmetry of the cone, With this substitution we Obtain

CO

))
e v

k2 (.1 L.L1,)2

a

P' 0) P (cos 0')

e) J2 (r )
0 v+1 von

for general 40, Sunning over n, we have [7, vol, 2, p, 101i],

[7, vol, 2, p, 4j

(2)(ka) H (kr') J (kr') H(2) (ka)]o r <

This is a summation formula of the Pourier-Bessel type, if r
we just interchange r and r',

cos )

e v
cos m )2

01:? ,TV

m=0 n=0 Z=0

cos

19



where v = a and

v(kr)
(24) r,kr°) - EJ (kJ (ka)

fig. 4

if we sum over all point sources, the contribution in the 45 dir-

ection is the only one that remains. So

(2)
) Hv (kr') - Jv(kr°)H(2)v (ka)]

for r r°. This is still just the magnitude of the contribu-

tion to A due to the directed point source Q. Recalling figure 3,

((15T-10

20

Using (22) for the summation over n in (21) the first

Green's function is

00 00

(23) G(P,Q) = i(rrf 1: V Em cos[m(q)-(1)°)].2 sin eo
m=O n=0

Pm ,(cos e)Pv_,(cos et)m

2 Fv(kr, kr')m+1, , d smP, ocos e ) ----1- (cos e )dV V-% 0v- 2 2



where V = are the positive roots of P1
v-1,-(cos

e ) = 0, From
2

[7, vol. 1, p. 1611,

dA = G(P,Q) cos (qD - ci)') d(P'

for an arbitrary point source Q, and

2ff

ji
G(P, Q) cos (q) - 4,') d(P'

0

i(rr') PI,11, i (cos e)pmV-1/2 (cos 0')

2 sin 0
E V E

d m
.

-1

0 P i(cos e ) --P (cos 00)

2 v 2

111=0 Z=0

CO 00

P,1( cos
dv v-1/2

2ff

F (k/r kr') "cos [m( - (0')icos0 - (151)W.v

0

But for m 1 the integral is zero and for m = 1,

211-

jrcos20
- (P') dcto = IT

Therefore the vector potential A = Aci) due to the ring current

is

1 1Pv_,(cos 0)p1(cos 0')
(25) A4, sin 6 2

iff(rr') 2 -2- V

21

2 Fv(kr,kr')
0 k=0 Pv_1/2(cos 0 )P1 (cos00 dv v_1/2



(26) G9

We can now write

(27) A =
0 sin 0

0

(28) .

where

-
(29) Fv (yr, yr') = Fv (-iyr, -iyr") =

e, 09)

-1P (cos e) P-I, (cos e,)v-= ossaaswt-catwe,umm.mx.
d -1 $

Pv (cos 00) 71-70; P_-_(cos 0)0

2i Iv (yr)

CO

L=0

L=0

[I (ya) X. yr') K
Iv lYa4 v ' v

kr')

(0, 0) F5 (yr, yr')t zs

or for the modified Helmholtz equation (1) we replace k by -iy in

(27) to Obtain

(yr)),

and r < r', Here Iv is the modifiea function and Kv is

the modified Henkel function,

As explained earlier the tran Helmholtz

equation to the modified Helmholtz equation eau he considered

22



an intermediate step to facilitate the analysis because of the

monotonic behavior of the modified Bessel function. Once the

solution is obtained, y is replaced by ik and we have the sol-

ution to the original problem. If for instance a cc in (28)

the semi-infinite cone is obtained.

Since for Re{y} > 0, Ky(ya) and I (ya) co as a cc,

one obtains

7 ( r, r') =
21

(yr)K (yr!), r < r'.
V 71 V V

Now replacing y by ik we have

CO

iir(rrl) 2 G (0,0') kr)H(2)(kr')
sin 8o

2, 2,

2,=0

which is the result obtained by Buchholz for the semi-infinite

cone. Here through the use of the modified Helmholtz equation,

we have obtained the semi-infinite cone solution as the limit

of the solution of the finite cone as the slant height goes to

infinity.

Now with (6), (7), and (27) we have the components of

both the electric and magnetic fields for the ring source as

described in the perfectly conducting cone, finite or semi-

infinite.

In particular,

E = E8 E 0,
r

23



r - 1
H

DA

(A cos 0) 1 q)

r sin 0 cp as

cos
r sin 0 A(1)

co -1
P i(cos ,(cos ei)Fv(kr, kr')iff(rrl

24

r sin e0
P l(cos 0 )----(P (cos eo))d -1

=0 0 dv v7-2.

Ho = 0,

J
1

(kr)v-
J (ka)

tan 0

dl(0,0') --[ --F (kr,kr')]dr 1/7 t

CO

kilf(rr') G (e, 0,).1A tan° + (V 1/2)-r-Acp - sin 0, kk
k=0

j (kr)V-1 () , (2)
Hv2 (kr ) - Jv(kr') (ka)]

Jv(ka)

1 kiff(rr') 2(V 4- 1/2)TA(/) sin 0
0

J (ka)H(2)(kr') - J (kr')H(2)(ka)]
V



For the infinite horn (a c*) it follows fron (31) and from the

above equation that Hr 0(r- ) H 0, H 0( 1), Ece0(r

and E=. E '''- .0 as r '+ ot,0 This c.ae into account the fact that
0 .. r ... .

H(2)(kr) = 0(r-4) for large r Hence only H8 and E oontribute
02,

to the far field and the Poyntic rector S cEX H (c is a
con tant) has only a radial The character of the

far field is therefore a spherical wave Thus the radiated

energy

27r

I S2r2sinO dO d0

0=0 0=0

with r co can easily be obtained, However computation is

not carried out here,

25



CHAPTER 4

THE SPECIAL CASE 00 AND a -4- =
0 2 9

In the special case 002 and a cc, the boundary becomes

the x9 y plane, This is equivalent to a double ring in free sp

where the second ring is the mirror image in the x9 y plane of the

original rings only oppositely charged, In this way the condition

u = 0 on the x9 y plane is satisfied.

In order to evaluate A in the free space problem (fig. 5b) consider
0

first an element d A for Q(e9 (109 0'):
0

1 eYPQd A = cos (0 0')
4 It

PQ

where PQ = 142 + r'2 2re cos

26

fig. 5 (a)



So

(32) 770,1

cos = cos 0 eQS 0 + 5in 0 -

Pn(cos t) =

CO

n=0

Now using (70 vol. 10 p. 168)
CO

m=0

and integrating over ft from 0 to 27, the only terms involving (Pt

are cos (4) - 41') and cos[m(4) 40)]:

amal

e-YPQ--=6 cos (cP (Pc)

47PQ

fcos (4) - 0) cos [m(4) - 0')]aq)

CO

4. 1) ±

n=0

Kn+ (yr')

(2n + 1) I , kyr!

OS k,

(Yr)K (yr1) Pn os
n+=a-

" Inn( cos 8' ) nos Lin(

Pn
cos 0) Pl(cos 6')

{ 0 if in 1
is if m

>

)1,

27



SO

(33) = i(rr') 2
(I) 2

CO

1
7(rr1 )- (2n + 1)1

1/2

(vr).
n+

n=0

'1n+11(yr')P-1(cos 0) Pl(cos 0')

which is the effect of the upper ring in free space. If we now

consider the second ring, then 0' is replaced by r - e' in (31).

The total field due to the two rings would be

CO

761-4) = 4-(rr')-2 E (2 + 1)Ini.1/2(Yr)Kni.1/2(YrI)P-1(cos 0).

n=0

.[Pl(cos 0') P1(-cos e')

From [7, vol. 1, p. 144]

P1(-x) = (-1)n+1 Pn1(x),

n=0

(_1)n+1]
K1/2 (Yr')P-1(cos 0)P1(cos 61')[1 -
n+

(2n +
1)In+1/2(Yr).

28



(re E (4 .0

n=0

(34) P (cos

and

) = P (0) =
0 81:4

, (yr)2n+i

Equation '(33) represents the free space potential due to the double

ring, where y = ik,

Now using (28) and (30) with 00 = 7r/2 for our special case,

is the iwth positive root of

PI , (cosvwt

With 80 = w/2 we have cos 8 0 and

r(4. + 4)
PI (0) 27r cos [e/2(v + i)] --r---- a 0v. v 1. ,r(17+ .0

from which we get

V = 21 + =0, 1 2

Using (26) for Gv(8 8') we have [15, p. 171]

(0) = (-1)14
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1

3 T 4-)-1 1 -1/2
P 1 (0) = TT COS [Tr / 2 _

Nv -
.T)]

5---2" NT + T)

Using [7, vol. 1, p. 31

,N-z IT+ z)r(-2- - z) cos(7z)

it follows that

P (0) = 1w1/2
5 v1v-1/2 2 r(Ti +

72-)

Now since

Tir(z) = q)(z) r(z),

we have

5 v 5 vd -1VT 4)(4 - 2-) - '1)(4 4-
dv

2')--P (0) =
2

4 +
v

° r(5 vT - T)4 2

But from [7, vol. 1, pp. 46-47],

V

lim
v+216+11

= (-1) (ft - 1):

5and since 11)(w + remains finite,
2
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So

(35) dv p:seli(o)v113

and

P (0) .1. 1 (0) 1

1
v-i dv viga+i u 44C4 )

Using formula (11) of (7$ vol. 1$ p. 161] we have

1P-1(cos 0') =PI (cos 0').2i 2L(21, + 1 20.

Nov substituting (36) and (37) into (23) we have

00

= (rriri (4t + 1) 122,44 (yr)

L.°

-1yr') P cos 0) P(cos EP)K2t+ i 2t

which is the same as (33).

+ 0 as v + = 2L + ,

)4 (2,
r(i +

33.



CO

2,=0

CHAPTER 5

TRANSIENT SOLUTIONS

So far this dissertation has been concerned with a time

harmonic electrical ring source. Since many applications have

other time dependencies, let us now consider a source that

satisfies a "Dirac" pulse, and use the result to evaluate the

field for an arbitrary time dependency g(t).

The method to be employed here was used by Fritz

Oberhettinger [20] for diffraction of waves and pulses by wedges

and corners. Laplace transform theory is the basic tool.

In considering the "Dirac" pulse, let tv(t t1) denote

the field at time t due to a "Dirac" pulse excitation imposed at

time t1, Then [20, p. 359]

c+iep

. 1
2wi f ;IP* (4 Y)

eY(t-t1) dy

where G is the Green's function for the modified Helmholtz equation.

From (28)

(38) 41D(t t1)

32

c+ico

(0,19')JIT,(yr yr') et-t1) dy
pst



(39)

(40) Iv(yr) K(ye) =

1

Y

00

0

Inverting (40) we have

yr) Kv(yr')) =

eft sin(xt) dt
Jv(xr)

Jv(x ') dx

CO

sin(xt) Jv(xr) Jv xr' dx dt,

sin(xt) Jv(xr) Jv(xr') dx.

33

for the ring source in the cone. For the semi-infinite cone we use

(30) for F (yr, yr') and so we need the inverse Laplace transform
0

;Z: -1 {I (Tr) K (yr')) .

From (7, vol. 2, p. 96]

ao

)

Kv
yr') =f-*-2S---- J (xr) Jv xr') dx.

x2 + y2

0

But ""."2" 2:1 e..Yt sin(xt) dt, from [8, p. 50]. With this

x2 4. y2
0

substituted in (39) we have



But the right hand side of (41) is a Fourier sine transform

[8, po 102] and so:

op

(43) 4) (t t) ) G (0
D 1 2sin e f32,`'o

R=0

with

(W)Pt r', t)=Z:171{Iv(yr) Kv(yr"))

where we have the semi-infinite cone In the nese of the finite

cone we also need

--/00 -1{I.v(Yr)

°C-Tv-C767 Kv(Ya) Iv(yr°;}

COS

Tr( rr°

which is not known',

0 for 0 t <

r2
(rr')-1 P

(42)-1{I (yr) K (yr1)}
y v v for r' - r < t < r' + r

for r r" < t < co

where Q , is the ordinary Legendre function of the second kind.
v-t

Now we have

,q)2 t2
2rr'

2
4--L-12.1.2°"

2rr°

Cr, r' t
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For the case of an arbitrary pulse, let g(t) represent

the pulse function. Define g(t) E 0 for t < O. Then the

field is represented by [20, p. 359]

(45) 4)(t) = Jr g(T) OD(T- T)dT .



Concluding remark,

The same analysis can be carried out for the case of a

magnetic ring excitation° This would require the computation

of the second Green's function. It inj also he pointed out

that the limiting case "diameter of the ring source very small"

represents the excitation of the field by a dipole on and

oriented along the axis. Specifically; a magnetic or an

electric dipole as the limiting case fcl the electric or

magnetic ring source respectively°
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